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About This Content

71 of your favorite Hidden Folks mouth sounds, including but not limited to:

BeepBoop03.mp3
Camel03.mp3

Cat02.mp3
Dog05.mp3
Fart03.mp3

GorillaExited02.mp3
Help03.mp3
Huh02.mp3

Klaxon06.mp3
Monkey02.mp3

Monstertruck05.mp3
PartyFolks11.mp3

Pling01.mp3
Roar03.mp3

Salesman01.mp3
Satelite01.mp3
Sheep04.mp3
Snake02.mp3
Snore03.mp3
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Tap01.mp3
Toot02.mp3
Tring02.mp3

Wbwbwb02.mp3
Woohoo05.mp3

... and many more!!!

This pack was yelled out by Adriaan de Jongh and Sylvain Tegroeg, and volume-corrected by Martin Kvale.

Once purchased, find all sounds on your computer by following the steps on this page:
https://support.steampowered.com/kb_article.php?ref=6685-WAZN-5747
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English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Turkish,Arabic,Czech,Danish,Finnish,Norwegian,Swedish,Ukrainian
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This was a truely amazing story. Leaving you with the desire to play it again just to see how different things could have been. By
far one my most enjoyed choice adventures by Devon Connell. Without a question if you enjoy choice games you'll enjoy this
one.

My thanks on such an epic story and adventure. A+++. Now thats some quality art for cheap!!

I am TOTALLY going to use this in creating a cool and unique game on the Switch!

Keep the art packs coming, folks!. Let's be real, this game is hilarious and really challenging. The mechanic of controlling two
characters at once is done really well. It's frustrating and brain bending enough to be a real challenge, but reasonable enough that
you can master it in different ways.

The art and design is really excellent, and the music is also really cool. So impressed that it was all done by one developer. This
game is massive value for money and is especially fun playing with a friend and taking turns.

Wasn't part of the kickstarter, and stumbled onto the game completely by accident, but so damn glad I did.. I waited sooo long
for them to release this game, and now that it's out, all I can say is big WOW
Story is perfect so far (I passed maybe 40% of the game), it's really comic and above all, it's very interesting to play :)

Keep up the good work guys ^_^. Kickass RPG. If you've ever liked Baldur's gate, Icewind dale, classis uber RPG's, this is the
best one since those bioware titan's released. Very easy to use the controls, fun to play a quick few fights or get deep into, well
worth the price!
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Game is too short even for 60 cents. Classic Lumines. It plays great. It sounds great. While I was playing, a Windows Update
thing popped up and minimized the game. That was annoying but when I went back to it, it was on the pause menu so at least it
automatically pauses when the program loses focus. Nice.

Anyways, if you like puzzle games or music games, check this one out!. I would have never bought this game if I didnt get a
75% discount the most \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing horrendous peice of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game u
could ever buy that 5 minutes of playing the game was a waste of key strokes.. I had to write a review after playing this game. I
got almost all of the secrets.

This game is deep in content so play each chapter following the characters.
I highly recommend when you find a diary, read it!
There is a lot of hidden dialogue and story behind the story.
Even when you beat the game there is a little more so get those diaries!

By far one of the best story line based games I have played in a long time!
I highly recommend this game for anyone who loves kickback vr games you can play sitting down.. this game made me
depressed 10\/10. They're pilots, not planes
If you wanted planes you probably should have checked the screenshots first. I was dodging bullets perfectly and a rocket flew
away off the screen and insta-killed me. Woooooooooow.
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